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6 of 6 review helpful Elusive and a bit confusing By Alan A Elsner This rather strange novel follows two different 
people in their quest for meaning which in both cases leads them to Israel The first is Jules Epstein an aging 
millionaire who has lost his way in life and is now giving away his vast fortune and prized possessions The second is a 
well known novelist possibly or maybe probably based on the author whose ma A brilliant novel I am full of 
admiration mdash Philip Roth One of America rsquo s most important novelists New York Times the award winning 
New York Times bestselling author of The History of Love conjures an achingly beautiful and breathtakingly original 
novel about personal transformation that interweaves the stories of two disparate individuals mdash an older lawyer 
and a young novelist mdash who ldquo Strange and beguiling hellip a mystery that operates on grounds 
simultaneously literary and existential hellip metaphysical and emphatically realistic hellip It rsquo s a perfectly 
Kafkaesque vision almost uncanny enough to be sublime rdquo Ruth Fra 
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pini warp artwork news editorials previews archives and discussion boards merchandise available for 
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oscar winning actor producer and director forest whitaker is best known for his portrayal of idi amin in the last king of 
scotland learn more at biography  textbooks  circles in a forest saul barnard is a woodcutter with a restless soul he 
wants to keep strangers away from the forest and stop the destruction of the forest  review endor also known as the 
forest moon of endor or the sanctuary moon was a small forested moon aug 24 2010nbsp;its odd then that dickey is 
probably best remembered for a spare novel one from which he stripped most of the poetry pulling out the finer 
phrasings 
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